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Abstract 
We define a concept of probability on an n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil a gebra nd 
we present some basic properties. The main result is an extension theorem for continu- 
ous probabilities, which is already known for probabilities defined on Boolean algebras 
and MV-algebras. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
The not ion of state or probability on an MV-algebra was defined by Mundici  
in order to obtain a mathematical  representation f the concept of average de- 
gree o f  truth of a sentence in the infinite valued Lukasiewicz-Tarski logic. Fur-  
ther, this not ion was studied in [1], where there was proved that a state defined 
on the Boolean center of an MV-algebra A can be uniquely extended to a state 
defined on A. 
To define an appropriate concept of probabil ity for a logical system is a gen- 
eral problem in mathematics. This paper is a contr ibut ion to this problem for 
the n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisi l  algebras ([2-4]). 
In Section 2 we give the basic definitions and properties of n-valued Luka- 
siewicz-Moisil algebras. For a detailed study of this structure one can see [4,2]. 
Section 3 is a briefly presentation of probabilities defined on Boolean algebras. 
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References for this domain are [5,6]. Section 4 begins the study of our subject 
and introduces the concepts of  i-state and vector of states on n-valued Lukasie- 
wicz-Mois i l  algebras. Section 5 deals with continuous/-states. In Section 6 we 
shall prove that a cont inuous vector of  states defined on a subalgebra Ll of  a a- 
complete n-valued Lukasiewicz-Mois i l  algebra L can be uniquely extended to a 
cont inuous vector of  states on the ~-complete subalgebra of  L generated by L~. 
Thus we prove in the frame of  Lukasiewicz-Mois i l  algebras a wel l -known the- 
orem for probabi l i t ies defined on Boolean algebras. A similar theorem for the 
states defined on an MV-a lgebra was proved in [7]. 
2. Basic definition and results 
Let n be a natural  number,  n/> 2 and I = {1 , . . . ,n  - 1}. 
An  n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (or an LM, -a lgebra)  is a structure 
(L ,V ,A,0 ,1 ,N,~pl , . . . ,~pn_ l ) ,  where (L, V, A, 0,1) is a De Morgan algebra 
and ~Pl, • - •, ~P,-i : L ---+ L are bounded lattices morphisms uch that: 
1. ~pix V N~oix = 1, ~OsX A N~OsX = 0 for all i 6 I; 
2. ~pi~0jx = q~jx for all i, j c I; 
3. ~oiNx = N~ojx for all i, j E I with i + j - n; 
4. q~lx ~< ~p2 x ~< • • • ~< ~p,, ix 
5. The determination principle: q~sx = ~PiY for all i E I implies x = y. 
As consequences of  the determinat ion principle we obtain: 
6. x ~< y iff ~psx ~< ~0sy for all i E I; 
7. ~91X~X~Q9 n 1 x. 
We denote by C(L) the set of  all complemented elements of  L and call it the 
center of L. It is easy to see that (C(L), V, A, N, 0, l) is a Boolean algebra. 
In sequel, we shall remind two examples of important  LMn-algebras. 
Example 2.1. (Ln,max, min,0,  I ,N ,  q ) l , . . . ,  q~n 1), where 
L ,= O 'n -  1'" "'n 1' ' 
N (n J~_ l )  _n - l - Jn_ l  for j=  1.., . . ,n - l ,  
(n~)  = {01 i f i+ j<n fo r i , j  1= . . . .  . n - l .  
q~i i f  i+ j~n " 
Example 2.2. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Define 
O(") = {(Xl , . . .  ,Xn 1)IX1,...X,_, E B,X, ~< ""  ~<x._,}. 
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It is obvious that D(B) is a bounded distributive lattice. We define: 
N(x , , . . . , x ,  l )=  (Xx, , , . . . ,NX l )  and q)i(Xil,. . . ,x, 1)= (x , . . . ,x~)  for 
i=  1 , . . . ,n -  1. 
One can see that D(B) becomes an LM,-algebra.  
In sequel L is a LM,-algebra.  The following lemma is well known. 
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a LM,-algebra. The following are equivalent." 
(c l )  x E C(L); 
(c2) x -- ~oix Jbr all i E I; 
(c3) qoix = q)jx for all i, j E 1. 
Proposition 2.4 [8]. Every LM,-a lgebra L is completely chrysippian, providedJor 
every (a~).~c s C L: 
(a) i fV ,e  s a, exists then ~oi(Vs6s a~) -- V~es ~0,(a,) Jor all i E I; 
(b) if  A,e s a, exists then (p,(A~cs a.0 = A~cs q~,(a,) for all i E I. 
Based on this proposit ion and using the determination principle it is easy to 
prove that the following properties hold for any LM,,-algebra L and for every 
(a,),~ s c_ L: 
(c) if V,esa~ exists then a A V~sa,. = V,es(a A a,) for all a E L; 
(d) if As~sa,. exists then a V A.~sa, = A,.cs(a A a,.) for all a E L. 
We remind that an LM,-a lgebra is a-complete if it is a-complete as a lattice. 
It is obvious that if L is a a-complete LM,,-algebra then C(L) is a a-complete 
Boolean algebra. 
3. Probabilities on Boolean algebras 
Let (B, V, A,N, 0, 1) be a Boolean algebra. A probability on B is a function 
g: B ~ [0,1] such that: 
1. /2(1)= 1; 
2. p (xVy)  =p(x)+p(y)  for al lx,  yEBwi thxAy=0.  
Every Boolean probabi l i ty has the following properties (x and y are arbitrary 
elements from a Boolean algebra): 
3. ~(~ vy)  : ~(~) + ~,(y) - ~(~ Ay); 
4. p(Nx) : 1 -/~(x);  
5. if x ~< y then p(x) <~ p(y); 
6. p(x ANy) = It(x) - p(x A y). 
Let B be a Boolean a-algebra. A a-probability on B is a function p : B ---+ [0,1 ] 
such that: 
1. f l (1 )= 1; 
o¢ ~x: 2. p(V/=l x,) = ~-],=l(p(x,)) for every sequence (x,), c_ B with x, Axm = 0 for 
n~m.  
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For a sequence (xn), in a Boolean algebra recall the usual notations: x, T if 
(x,), is increasing and x,, I if (x,,)n is decreasing, x,, Y x if (x,), is increasing and 
W,x,, = x, x,, + x if (xn),, is decreasing and A x, = x. 
Proposition 3.1. Let t~ be a probability on a a-algebra B. The Jollowing assertions 
are equivalent." 
(s l )  It is a a-probability; 
(s2) for any sequence (x~),, c_ B, x,, T, lim .... .  ll(x,,) /~(W,,~ 1 xn); 
(s3) for  any sequence (x,,),, C_ B, x,, +, lim . . . .  it(x,,) = tt(/~,~ l x,)," 
(s4) ./'or an3, sequence (x,,),, C B, x,, ~" 1 lim .. . . .  t,(x,,) = 1; 
(s5) J'or any sequence (x,,), C_ B, x, + 0 lira . . . .  /~(x,,) = 0. 
In sequel we shall remind a well-known extension theorem for Boolean 
probabilities. We shall also sketch the proof  of this theorem (following [5], 
pp. 19-23 or [9], pp. 19 23) because we shall refer to it in Section 6. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Bl be a Boolean a-algebra and B C Bl a Boolean subalgebra. 
Then every a-probability on B, /l: B -+ [0,1], can be uniquely extended to a 
a-probabili O, ~: S(B) -+ [0,1] where S(B) is the a-subalgebra generated by B in BI. 
Proof. Observe that if (a,,)n, (b,),  C_B, a, T a, b,, T a, a EBl  then 
l im~p(a , , )  = l im,~/~(b~) .  
Consider F, = {Wi,~ a,, [ (an),, C_ B} and define /{: F8---, [0,1] by # ' (x )= 
lira ...... IL(an) where x E Fs, (a,,), C_ B, a,, T x (from the previous observation #' 
is well defined); the function it' has the following properties: 
(a) a E B ::~/{(a) = kt(a); 
(b) t{(x Vy) + t{(x Ay) = t{(x) +y(y)  x, y E FB; 
(c) x, y e F., x~<y ~ i,'(x) ~< ~'(y); 
(d) (x,,),, ¢ FB, x e FB, x,, T x ~ lim . . . .  l { (x , )  = #'(x).  
Define/L": B~ -~ [0,1] by #"(u) = inf{l{(x) I x ¢ F,, u<~x}; the function it" 
has the following properties: 
(a) x e F,  ~ ~,"(x) F,'(x); 
(b) ~"(~ v v) +/~"(u A v) ~< #"(.) + ~"(v)u, v ~ Bl; 
(c) u, v C BI, u ~< v ~ t{'(u) ~< y'(v) ;  
(d) u,, T u in B1 =~ lim . . . .  /~"(u,,) = l{'(u). 
Denote C = {u E Bn [ /~"(u) + t~"(Nu) = 1} and prove that C is a a-subalge- 
bra of Bl and /J" Ic is a a-probabil ity. 
F rom the fact that B C_ C it results S(B) C_ C and the needed extension is 
= It" S(B). [] 
4. States on Lukasiewicz-Mois i l  algebras 
In this section we shall define the concepts of i-state and vector o f  states on 
an LM,-algebra.  In the beginning we introduce couples of binary operations 
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(Oi, Oi) for i E {1 , . . . ,  [n/2]}, where [~] denotes the integer part of  ~. Under 
each of these couples the LM,,-algebra has a structure that is very close to 
the structure of  MV-algebra. We define the states associated with these new op- 
erations. We remark that the classical definition that involves v and A is useless 
because we obtain functions that have no major property. 
Let n be a natural number, n >~ 2. We shall denote I = {1 , . . . ,n  - 1} and 
J={1, . . . , [n /2 ]} .  In sequel L=(L ,A ,V ,N ,~o~, . . . ,q~nq,O,  1 ) will be an 
LM~-algebra. For  every i E J and for every x, y E L we define: 
(1) x ~,y  = ~o,_,(x Ay)  V x Vy ,  
(2) x @iY = N(Nx @, Ny) = q~(x Vy) Ax Ay. 
I f  x, y E C(L) then x @~ y = x V y and x G~ y = x A y, so the operations @~ and 
G, are extensions of  the Boolean operations V and A for every i E J. 
Proposition 4.1. For every i E J and for  every x, y, z E L the operations @i and ~)i 
satisfiy the Jbllowing identities in L: 
(3) x @i Y = Y @i x; x "~i Y = Y Gi x; 
(4) (x ®, y) ®, z = x % (y ®, z); (x @i Y) @, z -- x G~ (y (3, z); 
(5) x @iNx 1; x@iNx = 0; 
(6) x@i l  = 1 ;x~/1  =x;  
(7) x ®i 0 = x; x(3i0 = 0; 
(8) ~o,(x O~y) = ~o,,_,(x Ay) V ~p,(x Vy); ~% ,(x ®gy) = ~o,_,(x Vy); 
(9) ~o,,_,(x G,y) = (Oi(x Vy) A qo, ~(x Ay); ~p,(x (3~y) = ~og(x Ay); 
(10) x~,x  = ~,. ,(x); x<>ix = ~,(x);  
Proof .  We shall prove only the associativity of  ®i. For x, y, z E L we have that: 
(x @i y) @, z = q),_i( ( ~o,_i(x A y) V x V y) A z) V ~p,_i(x A y) V x V y V z 
= rp~_i(((x Vy) Az) V (x Ay)) Vx Vy Vz 
and, similary x G, (y @gz) = ~p,<(((y V z) Ax) V (y A z)) VyVzVx .  But ((x Vy) 
Az) V(xAy)---- (x A z) V (y A z) V (x A y) = ( (y V z) A x) V (y A z), so(xe /y )  
@/z = x @i (Y @i z)- 
Identities (8) (10) are direct consequences of  the definition. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let x, y be arbitrary elements o f  L and i E J. 
(11 ) x <<, y implies x ®i z <~ y ®, z and x Qi z <<, y Gi z for  every z C L. 
Proof. The property (11) is a consequence of  the fact that ~Pi and ~Pn i are lattice 
morphisms, so they are increasing functions. [] 
Lemma 4.3. Let x, y E L and b E C(L) and i E J. Then 
(12) x@ib  =xVb;  xGib  =xAb;  
(13) (x@iy) Ab = (xAb) @i (y A b); (x(~)iy) Ab = (xAb)  (5), (y A b); 
(14) (x @,y)Vb  = (xVb) @, (y V b); (x G ,y )Vb  = (xVb) (5)i (y V b). 
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Proof. (12) Because b E C(L) we know that ¢oib-~o,,_ib =b,  so using 
absorpt ion we have x ~%i b = (~Pn i(x) A b) V x V b x V b; 
(13) (x A b)¢ i  0'Ab) -- qo,, i (xA yA b) V (xA b) V (y A b) = ((p,, i(x A y) A b) 
V(xAb)  VO, Ab  ) ((o,, i (xAy)  VxVy)Ab=(xe ,  y) Ab; 
(14) can be proved similary with (13) and the remaining identities can be 
proved by duality. []  
Observation 4.4. For every i C J the structure (L, ~,, 5)i, N, O, 1) satisfies the ax- 
ioms of  MV-algebras excepting the axiom (x ,55i Ny) Gi y -- (y ('5i Nx) 0i x, which 
is not satisfied for n ¢ 3. In the case n = 3, (L  ~,  ~;~, N, O, 1) is an MV3-algebra 
(see [10]). 
Definition 4.5. Let i be in J. An i-state defined on an LMn-algebra L is a 
function P: L --* [0, 1] which satisfies the following properties: 
1. P(x 0, y) = P(x) + P(y) - P(x (')i y), 
2. P(O) = O, P(1) = 1. 
Let L be an LM,-a lgebra endowed with the structure determined by the op- 
erations ®~ and % for an arbitrary i ~ J. 
Proposition 4.6. The following are equivalent: 
(a) P is an i-state on L," 
(b) P: L ---+ [0, 1] is a function which satisfies: 
(b.1) P(x Vy) = P(x) + P(y) - P(x A y); 
(b.2) 2P(x) - P(~o,x) + P(~o,, ,x)," 
(b.3) P(O) -- O, P( I )  -- 1. 
Proof. (a )~(b) .  (b.3) is obvious. (b.2) results immediately by (10). (b.1) It is 
obvious that (b.1) is true for x, y E C(L). Let x, y E L: 
2P(x Vy) = (P(qh(x Vy)) + P(~p,, ,(x Vy)))  = P(~pi x V %v) 
+ P(~p,, ,.x V q~, iy) = P(%x) + P(~i)') - P(~p,(x Ay)) + P(~p,, ,x) 
+ P(%-iY)  + P(O,, i(x Ay)) = 2[P(x) + P(y) - P(x Ay)] 
and the intended relation is proved. 
(b)~(a) :  By hypothesis we know 2P(x @, y) = P( ~o,(x ®, y) )+ P( qo , ,(x @~ y) ) 
and 2P(x G,y) -- P(q),(x c2~y)) + P(qo,, ,(x %) ' ) ) .  Using (8), (9) and (b.1) results 
2P(x ~)iY) = P(~P,, i(x Ay)) + P(~pz(x Vy)) 
- P(q~,,_i(x Ay) A ~pi(x Vy)) + P(~p,,_i(x Ay)) = P(~p,,_i(x Ay)) 
+P(q~i(x Vy)) - P((q~,, ,x A %)0 V (~p,x A ~p,, y ) )  + P(q~,, i(x Ay)) 
-- P(~,  i(x A y)) + P(~Pi(x V y)) - P(q~,, i x A ~oiy ) -- P(tp,x A <p,, iY) 
+ P(q~i(x A y)) + P (% i(x f y)) = P(q~,, i x) + P (% ,y) + P(~pi x) 
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+ P((py) - P((p. ix A (PiY) - -  P((Pi x A (p._~y) = 2P(x) + 2P(y) 
- -  P (~gn i x /~ (P IT)  - -  P ( (P i  x A (Pn - iY )  
and similarly 2P(x ~)i y) = 2P(x) + 2P(y) - P((P,_ix V (Py) - P((P,x V (P,_y). 
Adding the last two relations we have 
2P(x @i y) + 2P(x ~)i y) : 4P(x) + 4PCv ) - P((Pn_i x) - -  P((Pi x) 
-- P((P.-iY) - P((PY) = 4P(x) + 4P(y) - 2P(x) 
- 2P(y), so P(x ®i Y) + P(x ¢)i Y) = P(x) + P(y). [] 
Lemma 4.7. I f  P is an i-state on L then the following properties are true for every 
x, yEL :  
(i) P(x @i Y) = P(x) + P(y) i f  x ~)i Y = O; 
(ii) P(Nx) = 1 -P(x)," 
(iii) i f  x <~ y then P(Nx ~)i Y) = P(Y) - P(x); 
(iv) i f  x<~y then P(x) ~P(y) .  
Proof. (i) is trivial and (ii) results by (5). I f  x<,y,  from (11) we have that 
x ®i Ny = 1 so (iii) results using the definition of  an /-state and (ii). The 
property (iv) results by (iii). [] 
Proposition 4.8. Every Boolean probability P: C(L) -~ [0, 1] can be uniquely 
extended to an i-state P* : L ---+ [0, 1]. 
Proof. We define P* by P*(x) = ½ [P((pix) + P((pn_ix)]. The rest of  the proof  is a 
consequence of  Proposit ion 4.5. [] 
Definition 4.9. Let L be an LMn-algebra. A vector of  states on L is a function 
P: L In~2] ---+ [0, 1] In/z], P= (P1,-.. ,PIn~2]) such that P~ is an/-state for every i E J 
and the restriction to C(L) must be the same for all the In/2] states of  the 
vector. 
Proposition 4.10. Every Boolean probability P: C(L) --+ [0, 1] can be uniquely 
extended to a vector of  states P* such that PTIC(L) = P for  every i E J. 
Proof. We apply Proposit ion 4.8 for every i E J. [] 
It is obvious that there is a one to one and onto correspondence b tween the 
set of  all vectors of  states defined on L and the set of  all the Boolean probabil- 
ities defined on C(L). 
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5. Continuous states 
In this section we shall define the concept of  continuous" i -state which corre- 
sponds to a-probabi l i t ies  in the Boolean case. For  n, I and J we use the same 
convent ions  as in Section 4. In sequel L will be a a-complete LM,,-algebra. 
Definition 5.1. Let i E J .  An  /-state P defined on L is called continuous if 
P(Vn~I a,) = ~n~:l P(a,)  for every sequence (an)n C L with an A a,, = 0 for 
n~m.  
Observation 5.2. It can be easily seen that if  P is a continuous i-state on L then 
PIc(LI is a Boolean a-probability on C(L). 
Proposition 5.3. Let i E J. I f  P is a a-probability on C(L) then there is a unique 
continuous i-state P*: L ---+ [0,1] such that P*Ic(L) = P. 
Proof. We shall prove that the /-state 
P*(x) = ~ [P((p,(x)) + P(rpn_i(x)) ] 
becomes a cont inuous / - s ta te  under  the given c ircumstances.  
Let x~ ,x2 , . . .  E L such that x, A Xm = 0 for every n ¢ m. It results that for ev- 
ery n ¢ m, ~o,(xn) A ~oi(xm ) = qo,, i(x,,) A ~o,,_,(x,,) = 0. Us ing Propos i t ion  2.4 we 
obta in  
e (~0 i Xn = P rPi(x. = e(qo i (x . ) )  
= 
p oc oc 
and similarly (qo, i(V,,=~ x,,)) = ~n=l  P(°,,-i(x,,)). It fol lows that 
c9/1[(, 0 ( P* x,, = ~ P (/9 i x n -~- P ~o,,_, x, 
\~=1 / 
-- [P(q~,(x,,)) + P(q~,_i(x,,))] = ZP*(x , , ) .  [] 
n I n 1 
Proposition 5.4. Let i E J and P an i-state defined on a a-complete LMn-algebra 
L. The Jbllowing are equivalent." 
1. P is a continuous i-state," 
2. (an),, C L, a,, T ::> lira . . . . .  P(a~) P = (V , : ,  ao)," 
3. (an),, C_ L, a,, .[ ~ l im ...... P(a,) P = (A , : ,  an). 
Prone  (1)~(2) .  We have to remark  that this result is well known for Boolean 
probabi l i t ies.  For  an increasing sequence aj ~< a2 K . . .  f rom L we obta in  in 
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C(L) the increasing sequences q~i(al) <<. ~p/(a2) ~< .. .  and ~pn_i(al) <~ 
q~n_i(a2) ~ . . . .  Using Proposit ion 2.4 it results that 
Jim //) l imP(a , )  = 2 P(~Pi(a")) + P(q~,_,(a, 
=-  ~Pi a. + P qg._i a. = P ¢pi a. 
2 
+P q~.-i a. = P a. . 
\n=l  / 
(2)o(1):  F rom hypothesis results that P[c(q is a-probabi l i ty on C(L) so, 
from Proposit ion 5.3, we deduce that P is a cont inuous/ -state on L. 
(1) ¢=~ (3): can be proved in a similar way. [] 
In the case of MV-algebras, Mundici observed that a similar concept of con- 
tinuous state is not a good extension of  the notion of  Boolean a-probabil ity. For  
LM.-algebras,  the above proposit ion shows that our definition is appropriate. 
Lemma 5.5. Let L1 be a a-complete LMn-algebra and L C Ll an LM, -  
subalgebra. For an i-state P on L the Jollowing conditions are equivalent." 
(cl) (x.). C_L, x. •x, xEL~ l imP(x . )=P(x) ,  
(c2) (x.). C_ L, x. + x, x C L ~ limP(x,,) = P(x), 
n~3c 
(c3) (x.). c_ L, x. T 1 ~ l imP(x.)  = 1, 
n~ ")¢, 
(c4) (x.),, c L, x. + 0 ~ l imP(x.)  = 0. 
n~c)¢  
Proof. (cl) ¢=~ (c2), (c3) ~ (c4). Can be proved by duality. 
(c2) =~ (c4): It is obvious. 
(c4) ~ (c2): Let x. + x in L, so ~p~(x.) + ~p~(x) and ~0. ~(x,,) + q~. i(x) in C(L). 
It results that (~0~(x.) AN~p~(x)) + 0. Using (c3) and the fact that P[c(z) is a 
Boolean probabi l i ty we obtain 
lim P(q~(x.) A Nq~(x)) = 0 ~ lira [P(qg~(x.)) - P(~0~(x))] = 0 
.~OC .~OC 
l imP(q~(x.) = P(~oi(x)). 
n~9¢ 
In a similar way we have that lim .. . . .  P(q~._~(x.)) = P(q~._~(x)). From Proposi- 
tion 4.6 results the intended relation: 
l[Jim jim //] lim P(x.) = -~ P(qgi(Xn)  Jr P(cp,,_i(Xn 
1 
= ~[P(~0,(x)) + P(~,, ,(x))] = P(x). [] 
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Definition 5.6. Let L1 a a-complete LM, -a lgebra  and L C LI an LMn- 
subalgebra. 
Let i be in J and P:  L --~ [0, 1] an/ -s tate  on L. We say that P is a continuous i-
state if it satisfies one of  the equivalent condit ions c1~4 from the previous lem- 
ma. 
We say that a vector of  states P = (P1, • • •, PIn/2]) on L is continuous if P, is 
cont inuous for every i E J .  
Lemma 5.7. Let Ll a a-complete LMn-algebra, L C L1 an LM~-subalgebra and 
i E J. P is a continuous i-state on L if and only ifl~ P ]C(L) is a a-probability on 
C(L). 
Proof .  ~ Obvious. 
4= Let (x,),, C_ L, x, I O. It results ~Pixn ~ 0 and ~p,,_ix,, ~ 0 in C(L) and from 
the fact that # is a-probabi l i ty  we have 
lim p(q0ix, ) = lim p(cp, ixn) = O, 
n~oG n ~ c  
so 
• 1 
,!irnP(x,) = ,! lm~ [P(q~ix,,) + P(q~, ix,,)] 
l[> ] 
= 5 = O. [] 
In order to prove Theorem 6.1 in Section 6 we shall remind one result con- 
cerning monotone sets• 
Definition 5.8. Let LI be a a-complete LMn-algebra. A set M C_ L1 is called 
monotone if the fol lowing condit ions are satisfied: 
(i) (x,),, _C M, x, T ~ V.Z~ x, ~ M, 
(ii) (x . ) .  _C M,  x,, * ~ A.%l x.  E M. 
For  X C_ LI we denote: 
M(X) = the monotone subset of  L generated by X; 
S(X) = the a-complete LMn-subalgebra generated by X. 
Lemma 5.9. Let Ll be a a-complete LM,-algebra and L C Ll an LM,,- 
subalgebra. Then M(L) = S(L). 
Proof .  C_: S(L) is monotone and L C S(L), so M(L) C_ S(L). 
D: We shall prove that M(L) is a a-complete LM,, -subalgebra of  L1. 
Consider M'  = {x EL l  [ x E M(L),Nx E M(L)}. It is easy to see that M'  is 
monotone and L C_ M',  so M(L) C_ M' and M(L) is closed under N. 
Consider x E M(L) and M~ = {y E M(L) I x Ay  E M(L)}. Because in every 
a-complete LM, -a lgebra  Vic~(yiAx)= (Vg~IYi)Ax one can see that M~ is 
monotone.  
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I ra  E L then L C_ M, c M(L) so M, = M(L). I fx  C M(L) thenx E M~ for ev- 
ery a E L so L C_ M~ C M(L) and M~- = M(L). Let x, y E M(L). We have x E My, 
so x A y E M(L) and M(L) is closed under A. Because M(L) is closed under A 
and N, it results immediately that M(L) is closed under V. Let 
M' = {x c M(L) I °ix E M(L)}. We prove that M' is monotone. Let x~ T x, 
(x,,), c_ m' .  We have that ~o~x, T ~pix, (q)iXn)n C M(L). Because L~ is completely 
chrysippian results ~p~x = V,,%~ ~pix,, = ~pi V,~-~ x~ and from the fact that M(L) is 
monotone we have ~p~x E M(L), so x E M'. L is a subalgebra, so L C M' and 
M(L) = M'. We proved that M(L) is closed under % for every i E 1. 
From the previous steps results that M(L) is an LM~-subalgebra ofL~. From 
definition M(L) is monotone,  so it is a-complete. Now it is obvious that 
S(L) C M(L). [] 
6. Extension theorem 
In this section we shall prove the main result of  this paper. The proof  of  this 
theorem will follow the same steps as the proof  in the Boolean case which are 
reminded in Section 3. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L1 be a a-complete LMn-algebra and L C_ Li a LMn- 
subalgebra. An): continuous vector of states P on L can be uniquely extended to 
a continuous vector of  states P* on S(L). 
It is necessary to prove some preliminary results. We observe that from the 
definition of  a continuous vector of  states we have only to prove the theorem 
for every/-state ~ from P. In sequel Ll and L will be the algebras from the The- 
orem 6.1, i will be arbitrary in J and P~ will be an/-state on L. We know that 
- ~ lolL, is a a-probabil ity on C(L). 
Lemma 6.2. (an)n, (bn)n C L, an T a, bn T a, a EL l  ~ l imn~=~(an) 
= l imn~(bn) .  
Proof. F rom hyphothesis and from the properties of  ~i, ~Pn-i it results that 
~pian T ~Pi a and ~Pibn T ~Pi a and similar for ~Pn i. Using the similar result for 
Boolean algebras we obtain limn_~/~(~pia~)-- l im~/~(~pibn) and 
l im~/~(q9  n jan) = lim,~/t(~pn_ib,).  From 2Pi(a,) = [#(~pia,) + #(~Pn ian)] 
and 2P,.(bn) = [/~(q@~) + #(~Pn ibn)] results that l imn~:P,.(a,) = lim,,_~ 
P~(b.). [ ]  
Let EL = {Vn:~l a, [ (a,,), C L}. We define P' --~ _ g: EL [0, 1] by P, '(x)= 
lira . . . .  Pi(a,) where x C EL, (a,,),, C L, a,, T x. As a consequence of  Lemma 
6.2, Pi' is well defined. 
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Lemma 6.3. EL A B(L1) = FC(L ) (for the definition o fF  see Theorem 3.2). 
Proof. _D: obvious. 
C_: Le tx  ~ EL f~B(Lj) ,  sox  -- ~p,x = qo,,_/x andx  = V,~I a,,, (a,,),, C_ L. We ob- 
tain x = qgix = cp i Vn~ a, V,,~l qg/a,,. Because (~p,a,,),, C C(L) it results that 
V,,~l cpia, E FC(L), so x E Fc(L). []  
Fo l lowing the same steps as in Theorem 3.2 we define the funct ion 
Ig : FClLI --~ [0, 1] by/~'(x) = lim,,_~it(a,,) where x E FelL!, (a,,)~ C C(L), a,, T x. 
Lemma 6.4. For every x E EL 
1 
Proof.  Let x E EL, meaning that x = V,~_I a,,, (a,,), ¢ L. It results 
¢p~x = V.~l  ~p~a,, (q~,a,), C C(L). ~p~x E F¢.(L ) and #'(q~i x) = l im,~I t (q~a, , ) .  
We have a similar result for qb, ~. The intended result is now obvious 
P,'(x) = lim P,(a,,) ,lim _1 [l,(~p,a,,) + It(q~,, ,a,,)] 
i~¢c  l~3c  2 
1 + [ ]  
2 
Lemma 6.5. The Junction Pi' has the fol lowing properties." 
(a) a E L ~ P,'(a) = P,(a): 
(b ) P,( (x q3iy) + Pi'(x Giy)  = P~'(x) + P,! (y) x, y C EL," 
(c) x, y E EL, x<~), ~ Pi'(x) <~Pi'(Y)," 
(d) (x,),, c EL, x E EL, x,, T x ~ lim,,_~P,'(x,,) - P,'(x). 
Proof.  (a) Obvious.  
(b) Let x, y E EL. There are (x,,),,, (3;,),, C L with x,, Y x and k;, T y. The se- 
quences (x,,),, and (y,,),, c_ L are increasing so it is stra ightforward to see that 
(x , ,O ,A ; , )Tx®~y and (x,, "Diy,,)TxdS~y. One can see that (x,, ~ y,,),,, 
(x,, ~, y,),, c L because L is a subalgebra, so it is closed under @~ and @i. Using 
the fact that Pi is an /-state on L we obtain P,'(xG, y )= lim .. . . .  
P,(x, ¢~ yn) - l im,~[P, (x , , )  + P,(y,) - ~(x,, ~, );,)] - ~'(x) + ~'(y) + P,'(x C~i y). 
(c) Obvious.  
(d) F rom the fact that x, T x in EL results ~PS,, T ~x  and ~p,, x, ] ~p,, i X in 
FciLi. Using Theorem 3.2 we have that lira . . . .  /{(~p,x,,) =lt'(~pi x) and 
lim . . . .  #'(~p,, ~x,,) = ~t'(qg,, ix), so 
limPi'(x,, ) = lim 1_ [p'(~p~x,,) + j(~p,_~x,,)] 
1 [ .  ( ,p ,x)+.  : P,:(x). [] 
2 
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Following the proof  in the Boolean case we consider/z": B(L1) ---+ [0, 1] de- 
fined by 
/{'(b) = in f{ j (a )  I a E FclLi,b <~ a}. 
We define the function 
1 
8": L, --+ [0, 1], 8"(u) = ~ [ff"(cPiu)+t/'(~p, iu)] for every u ELI .  
Observation 6.6. 8" ]B(Z.,/-- /~"- 
Lemma 6.7. The function 8 7 has the fi)llowing properties: 
(a~ x ~ EL ~ 8"(x) = 8'(x): 
(b) q ' (u  0,  v) + 8"(u G~ v) ~ 8"(u) + P"(v) u, v C L,; 
(c) . ,  v EL I ,  u <. v ~ 8"(u) <~ 8"(v); 
(d) u,, T u in L, ~ lira . . . .  P,!'(u,) = 8"(u). 
Proof. (a),(c),(d) follows immediately from Theorem 3.2. 
(b) Using (8) and (9) as well as the properties of  the function i/' we obtain 
2 [P,,," (u e, v) + P,!'(u <9i v)] = I/'('#,(u ~, v)) + #"(¢),,_,(u ~, v)) 
+ l ," (~,( .  ~, v)) + #'(~,, ,(u s,, v)) : j ' (~ , ( ,  v v) v q,,, , ( .  A v)) 
+ ~,"(,p,,_,(. v ~,)) + d'(~p,(. A v)) + , ."(~,( .  v ,~,) A ~p,,_,(. A ,,)) 
~< #"(~o,(. v v)) + d'(~o,, , ( .  A v)) + l,"(~,. , ( .  v v)) + d' (v, , ( .  A v)) 
I t  I I  I t  I t  , 
~< #"(~, . )  + #"(~,v) + ,. (~,,,_,.) + ~, (e,,_,,a = 2 [8 : ( . )+8 (,a]. [ ]  
Observation 6.8. Following (b) it results that for  every u E LI 
P,f'(u) + 8"(Nu) >~ 1. 
We denote 
D, -- {u E L, 1 8"(q,k,) + 8f'(Nq)k u) = 1, Vk E I} .  
Observation 6.9. Consider C= {b 6 B(Lt)ltt"(b) + td'(Nb) = 1} like in the 
Boolean case. We know that C is a Boolean subalgebra nd t/' is a a-probability 
on C. 
Lemma 6.10. Let u E L. I f  u C D, then 8"(u) + 8"(Nu) = 1. 
Proof. 
28"(u ) + 2P, f'(Nu) = 8"(q),u) + 8"(q~. ,u) + 8"(~,(Nu))  
+ d'(~°,,-i(Nu)) - P'i'(':Pi u) + d'(~% ,u) + d'(N,;% i u) 
+ d'(N~oiu) = 2. [] 
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Lemma 6.11. Di is a o-complete LM,-subalgebra o f  L~ and Pi" ]o~ is a continuous 
i-state on Di. 
Proof. Let k c I. It is easy to see that 0, 1 c D (P,"(0)= P, . (0)= 0, P , " (1)= 
Pi(1) = 1). 
Because ~ok(q~ju ) = ~oju for every k, j E {1 . . . .  ,n - 1} we have that Di is 
closed under qo I for every j E 1. Because ~&Nu = N~o,, ~(u) results that Di is 
closed under N. Let u, v E Di. Then ~oku, ~okv E C, so ~ok(uVv ) and 
q~k(u A v) E C because C is a Boolean subalgebra of  C(L). It follows that 
uAv,  uVv~D.  
We have just proved that Di is an LM,,-subalgebra of  L1. More than this, 
from the definition of O~ and C)~ it is obvious that D~ is closed under this oper- 
ations. 
In sequel we shall prove that D~ is a o-subalgebra using one of  the equivalent 
definitions. Let (u,,),, C Di, u,, T u in Li. F rom u VnCC=lun it results 
(p/.H = Vi~'c 1 (Dk(Un) and from the previous lemma we obtain 
lim . . . .  P,"(%un) = P,"(~oku) for an arbi trary k E I. Using the fact that De is 
closed under ~0, and N, for every rank n 
P" ~N ' u,, <~ u ~ ~pku,, <~ q~a.u ~ N~&u <~ N~pku,, ~ i  q~k u) <~ Pi"(N~P~ u,,) 
-- 1 - Pi"(qoku,,), 
pit { so P~"(N%u) ~ 1 - ~ ~q~ku), i.e. P~"(N~oku ) + ~"(~0ku ) ~< 1. The converse in- 
P"'{ " Pj'(N{pku ) = 1. Because k was ar- equal ity is always true so we have , V PkU) + 
bitrary in I it results that u E D,. 
We proved that D, is a o-complete LM,,-subalgebra of  LI. Now we prove 
that P" is a cont inuous /-state on D~. i 
It is obvious that P,"(0) = 0 and P,"(1 ) = 1. Let u, v E D,. We knowP,!'(u ®~ v) + 
P" (X(u~iv ) )+P~"(u~."  .~ . P~"(u)+P! ' (Nu)+P! ' (v)+P, ! ' (Nv)  
because both members are equal with 2. We obtain P,!'(u ®, t;) + P,"(u ~, v ) -  
g"(u) - g"(v) = 0 and P,"(Nu <~,~ Nv)+ P,"(Nu ~ Nv) Pi'(Nu) - ~"(Nv) = 0 be- 
cause both expressions are negative and their sum is equal to 0. 
P" 'u  v) + P,!'(u ~, v) = P,"(u) + P,!'(v), so P,!' is an i- It is easy to see that i~ ~ 
state on D~. The fact that P" is cont inuous is a direct consequence of  the last i 
property from Lemma 6.7. [] 
Observation 6.12. L C_ Di (because Pi" [L= P,). 
Observation 6.13. Di N B(LI ) = C. 
We are able now to prove the Theorem 6.1. Let P= (P~, . . . ,  P[,,/21) be a con- 
t inuous vector of  states on L. For every i E J we have proved that L c_ Di and 
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f rom the fact that  Di is a -complete  subalgebra results S(L) C_ Di for every i ~ I. 
We define Pi* = P," Is/L/ and the intended extension vector  o f  states is 
P* = (PI*,'",P{;/2])" 
Us ing  all the prev ious results it is easy to see that  P* is a cont inuous  vector  
o f  states on S(L) .  
Al l  we have to prove  is that  P* is the unique extension.  Assume that there 
are two vectors  o f  states Q and R cont inuous  on S(L) that  extend P. Let  i 
be in J .  We denote  Ki = {x ¢ S(L) ] Qi(x) = Ri(x)} and we prove that Ki is a 
monotone  set. I f  (x~),, C_ Ki and x,, T than 
, ,  , ,  Qi xn = l im Qi xn = l im R i x,, = Ri x,, 
i t~  ~c  t l  ~ ~c  
so ~/,%1 x, E K,. F rom the fact that  Q and R extend P it is easy to see that  
L C_ K~ and S(L) = M(L)  C K~, so Q~ = Ri. Because i was arb i t rary  in J we ob- 
tain Q = R. 
The proo f  o f  Theorem 6.1 is f inished. 
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